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Abstract. AR technology is an advanced home automation system, which saves energy and 

time of design. How to reasonably use AR technology to solve the problems of long design 

cycle and high investment in the current home design industry, and focus on improving the 

quality of home space design from the perspective of human-computer interaction. 

Interdisciplinary knowledge is used to combine the cutting-edge AR technology in this subject 

with the home space design industry, aiming to improve the quality of home space design by 

using the latest scientific and technological means, and systematically analyze the collected data, 

and predict the development of the home industry. Using AR technology to create a more 

dynamic home space for mankind, but also can reduce the consumption and waste of design 

resources, truly achieve sustainable development. 

Introduction 

Use italic for emphasizing a word or phrase. Does not use boldface typing or capital letters 

except for section headings (cf. remarks on section headings, below). Augmented Reality (AR) 

is a new type of human-computer interaction technology, which puts the virtual world on the 

screen and interacts with the real world, calculates the position and angle of the camera image in 

real time and adds the corresponding image. AR technology is a new technology that seamlessly 

integrates real world information and virtual world information. It will be difficult to experience 

physical information in real space and time (vision, smell, touch, taste, etc.) virtual to computer 

software, through computer technology, simulation, superposition, the virtual information will 

be applied to the real world, human senses perceived, so as to achieve beyond the real sensory 

experience. Real environment and virtual objects are superimposed on the same screen or space 

in real time. It gives people a surreal immersion experience. AR technology includes 

multimedia, 3D modeling, real-time video display and control, multi-sensor fusion, real-time 

tracking and registration, scene fusion and other ew technologies and means. AR technology 

provides information different from human perception. 

Application Status of AR Technology 

In recent years, AR technology has been widely concerned and enjoyed by people, and has 

great prospects for development. It is precisely because more and more AR technologies have 

been developed that AR has been integrated into our lives. It has changed our way of life in the 

past and our understanding and cognition of the original world. Nowadays, AR technology is 

widely used in military, medical, educational and other industries. At present, the application in 

this field abroad has been more extensive, but in our country, affected by the number of 

employees, development cycle, development costs and user awareness, has not been widely 
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developed and applied. But as far as AR technology is concerned, it has more abundant and 

intuitive information, and has more authentic characteristics in interactive experience. It can be 

said that AR technology is an important trend in the future development of science and 

technology. AR technology is an advanced family automation system, it can save our energy 

and time. For smart home, we think AR technology is an important way of human-machine 

interaction in smart home.  

Through the use of man-machine, voice, motion capture, somatosensory interaction and 

other ways, can greatly improve the efficiency and quality of family life. Using the least 

communication, the least operation and the simplest operation to make the system run is not 

only the core of human-computer interaction, but also the goal of AR technology. 

The Development and Influence of AR technology on Home Space Design 

The application of AR technology in home space design has attracted the attention of the 

interior design community. However, due to the lack of technical level and hardware facilities, 

the application effect of AR technology is not ideal. Because the hardware facilities and 

technical level are difficult to reach the standard, there is a certain gap between the design 

results and the scene presented by AR technology. But with the improvement of AR technology 

and the improvement of hardware facilities, the problems will be constantly improved. 

Designers and relevant technicians will also persevere in the skilled application of AR 

technology, and AR technology will bring a new technological revolution to the design of home 

space. The application of AR technology is not just a dream. Using AR technology to create a 

more dynamic home space for human beings, to provide people with more exciting home space 

experience, but also can reduce the consumption and waste of indoor design resources, truly 

achieve sustainable development. 

Advantages of AR technology in Home Space Design 

Sensor Scene Fusion 

Multi-sensor fusion technology not only makes up for the shortage of single sensor in 

automatic remote sensing technology, but also applies to AR technology. Through multi-sensor 

technology to show the real scene in the home, but also through multi-stereo sound 

pronunciation, touch screen control space furniture, appliances, soft packaging and other virtual 

objects to simulate the real space, to give customers a surreal immersion experience. 

Easy to Use and Easy to Implement 

AR technology allows users to see computer-generated images in realistic scenes through the 

seamless connection between virtual images and real images. With the continuous development 

and improvement of related technologies, AR technology can create a visual effect of false and 

confusing. People can use AR-related software on mobile phones and computers. Compared 

with VR technology which requires special helmet and handle, AR technology is more 

economical and easier to implement. 
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Improve Efficiency and Facilitate Communication 

Software such as CAD and 3ds Max, who expresses design techniques, can neither modify 

and adjust drawings in real time nor display design works quickly. The process of production 

modification is complex and the modification cycle is long, which makes the cost of production 

high. To a certain extent, it restricts the designer's creation and ideas. There will be some 

deviations when we display design works. AR technology can provide real-time modeling 

information, rich texture materials, and quickly adjust changes in the scene. Designers add 

design creation to the real scene, maximize the restoration of the designer's ideas, and complete 

presentation of the designer's ideas, while improving the efficiency and quality of design. 

AR Integration in Home Space Design 

AR technology in the field of home space design applications, so that designers more 

intuitive and more detailed design of space details. Let the designer experience every real 

feeling of design in the virtual space, even touch the texture of furniture in the space, feel the 

scale of space. Plane layout, material selection, furniture layout and other aspects of the design 

process to provide designers with more accurate data, design form and real space combined to 

provide customers with more intuitive data, is conducive to communication between designers 

and customers. 

Basic application of AR Technology 

Basic Modeling 

Three-dimensional modeling is the core part of traditional rendering and AR technology, in 

which real environment modeling with high degree of simulation is a unique important part of 

AR technology. According to the actual size data, the application software is used to create and 

render the corresponding structures, furniture and soft decorations in the real space environment. 

After modeling and rendering, the interactive information is established by computer interactive 

software, and the interactive information is transmitted to the corresponding equipment. Finally, 

the interaction between virtual model and real space is completed. 

Synchronous Data 

After three-dimensional modeling is completed, it is necessary to create a full-view and 

real-time dynamic virtual scene, use 3D game engine to complete man-machine 

synchronization, use camera equipment, accelerator and other sensors to feedback user 

information to the virtual scene, each action of the user can be quickly synchronized to the 

screen and can be in the virtual scene. Move in the middle. The data model and the multimedia 

effects are projected into people's eyes, enabling the experiencer to manipulate the virtual 

elements in real space, and using AR technology to display the home design scheme more 

comprehensively and intuitively. 

A Full Range of Design Proposals 

The traditional home design is to convey the designer's creativity and ideas through the 

construction drawing and the rendering. In the later period, some designers used VR technology 

and panoramic effects to display their designs. These techniques require designers to spend a lot 

of drawing time to draw, communication programs to adjust and modify the waste of a lot of 

time and drawing costs. However, the application of AR technology has solved these problems. 
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By using AR technology, the designer directly outputs the interactive operation between the 

virtual scene and the real scene after three-dimensional modeling. Designers and customers can 

also adjust and modify the details of the scene through virtual devices, and deal with every 

design node in an all-round way. The use of AR technology saves designer's drawing time and 

improves the designer's creative and thinking quality. 

Summary 

As a new technology, AR technology has unlimited development prospects in all industries. 

At present, the application of AR technology in home space design is not ideal, but its 

development prospect is considerable. AR technology can give us the same visual, auditory and 

tactile perception as the real environment. The efficiency and customer satisfaction of home 

space design will be greatly improved. Whether in the field of home space design, or in every 

field of our daily life. AR technology will subvert our life on the basis of the development of 

virtual reality. Although AR technology in the field of home space design is still in its infancy, 

but through the strong advantages of AR technology itself, can make more home space design 

practitioners concerned about and make full use of AR technology. AR technology has great 

practical significance and application value for the home space design industry. I believe that 

AR technology will provide new impetus for the development of the whole household industry. 
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